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by Dustin Houghton
Its amusing to some degree to watch as my generation takes up the mantle of the
forgetful idiots the Industry media enemy fake news would love to make us out to
be. Member though, these few crimes against the U.S.A. that were historically
perpetrated by our 44th president as half white man Barry Santaro, aka Obama; armed
Mexico National drug cartels and ISIS rebels, When questioned in 2012 about project
Fast and Furious Obama lied claiming the program had begun under the previous
administration, $46,378,040 went to criminal foreign non citizens in nearly 24,000
tax returns from the same address in Atlanta, Ga, he also spent our tax dollars to
re-settle non citizen criminal foreign nationals inside of the U.S.A., conservative
groups and republicans where unlawfully targeted for audits by the IRS, he expanded
George w. Bush's unconstitutional faith-based programs like the Patriot Act,
warrant-less wiretapping, and the indefinite detention of U.S.A. citizens without
filing charges. Obama had four U.S.A. citizens murdered without a trial, ordered
private business to fire employees, embezzled money from the retirements of police
and teachers, and fired an inspector general for discovering one of his friend's
embezzlement schemes. Obama lied to us about keeping our health insurance plans
saying “No matter how we reform health care, we will keep this promise to the
American people... If you like your health care plan, you’ll be able to keep your
health care plan, period. No one will take it away, no matter what.” but over 7
million of us lost our health care plans, without approval from Congress Obama used
his so called affordable health care act to give the IRS additional powers and
added 20,000 pages to cover up what the bill was before it passed. Former president
of the U.S.A. Obama aka the first muslim president, by sharply penalizing full-time
employment in favor of part-time employment the affordable care act has destroyed
the foundation of the full time work week that is the backbone of the American
middle class, because; the law creates an incentive for employers to keep
employees’ work hours below 30 hours a week. Unions that supported Obama care,
however; were given exemptions from the crippling regulations of the affordable
care act. The NSA review ran by the national security director James Clapper was
said by Obama to be an independent investigation of national security agency
surveillance, even though; James Clapper had falsely testified to Congress that the
NSA collected absolutely no information on U.S.A. citizens. Obama's presidential
administration has been cited by nine states attorney generals listing 21 illegal
acts committed. Obama accused a fox news reporter of aiding and abetting in the
investigation of government leaks, Eric Holder, Obama's Attorney General, was
tasked with investigating himself when he lied to congress about "wire tapping" the
reporter's emails despite having signed the warrant to do
so; in order to cover up the embarrassingly disgusting treatment of this reporter.
Obama ignored the constitution to appoint un-vetted people to various positions, he
made recess appointments while congress was in session, he forced 2,200 privately
owned auto dealerships to close, violated campaign finance laws he claimed to
support and was fined $375,000 by the federal election commission in 2012.
Obama accepted foreign campaign contributions, used "contras" style off the books
funding for military interventions, auctioned the ambassadorship of the
Netherlands, gave so called green energy money from taxpayers to the hands of his
campaign contributers, only let contractors showing their political contribution
history apply for government contracts, refused to prosecute more than 1,000 IRS
employees for embezzlement, used tax payer money to pay federal employees to
organize protests, tried to put an end to the family farm, and actually asked a
Jewish singing group to remove a video from you-tube before the 2012 election.
Obama famously tried to take George Zimmerman's privately owned firearm in direct
conflict with Zimmerman's 2nd and 5th amendments of the constitution and the
double jeopardy clause, not unlike when Obama tried to seize a hotel because some
of its customers were drug users. Your former President of the united states of
America supported the installation of cameras on private property without a
warrant, put a Mr. Nakoula Basseley in jail for making an anti-Muslim video,

proposed military intervention in Syria, approved giving 20 F-16 fighter jets to
Egypt when they had a Sharia dictator, and continued giving aid to Egypt after the
coup. The man threatened Internet service providers with contempt if they did not
comply and install surveillance software on their servers, had the secret service
visit law abiding citizens over tweets about Obama's shit ass-ed policies. Obama
and Hillary together lied about Benghazi repeatedly and by all these things
together and much more Obama's legacy had pointed to prison from the beginning.
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I am rightfully petitioning our Legislative and Judicial branches of the Federal
Government, to
investigate and
indict John McCain, Hillary Clinton, John Kerry and Barack Obama under grounds of
Treason.
Sam Lorenz started this petition with a single signature, and now has 4,081
supporters. Start a petition
today
to change something you care about.
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